The role of adjuvant chemotherapy in the treatment of advanced head and neck cancer.
The role of chemotherapy in the multidisciplinary treatment of advanced squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck remains to be defined. Uncontrolled adjuvant studies integrating chemotherapy with local therapies utilizing a 'sequential' or 'simultaneous' strategy have indicated that high response rates to initial chemotherapy and high complete remission rates are achievable. Both these factors appear to predict for improved survival. Unfortunately results of randomized, controlled studies generally have not confirmed any major overall survival advantage. However, these trials clearly failed to utilize optimal therapies: suboptimal trials yield suboptimal results. Encouraging data from large uncontrolled studies have now provided critical information regarding optimal trial design; a) Since primary tumor site has proved a significant predictive factor for response to treatment and survival, future trials must include sufficient numbers of patients for detailed site-by-site analyses, and b) radical surgery may be omitted without compromising survival by using initial chemotherapy followed by radiotherapy for advanced laryngeal cancer.